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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 

TECHNICAL NOTE NO. 1084 

TIE EFFECT OF SIMULATED ICING ON PmPELLER PERFORMANCE 

By Blake W. Coraon, Jr. and Julian D. Maynard 

SUMMARY 

Teats of a lo-foot-diameter three-blade 
Curtias 89301-q propeller tith Clark Y blade sectiona 
have been conducted in the Langley l&foot high-speed 
tunnel in order to determine the effect of simulated 
ice on the aerodynamic charaoteristics of the propel- 
ler. An Irregular coat of cement and fabric was used 
on the blades to simulate in outline and thickness a 
formation of glaze ice that might be formed fn flight. 
The propeller.3 were tested on a new 20009horsepower 
dynamometer, a brief dea.cription of which is included. 
All teats were made at a rotational speed of 1800 rpm 
for blade angles of 20°, 25O, 30°, 350, and 40' at the 
42-inch radius and at airspeeds varying from 120 
to 4.20 miles ?er hour. The results are representative 
of full-soale constant-speed propeller operation. 

The simulated icing condition caused a decrease in 
peak efficiency of 2.5 to 3.9 percent; this decrease was 
a result of a loss of blade section lift and increase 
of blade section drag. 

The characteristics of a propeller similar to the 
one tested were calculated from airfoil data obtained 
on a weng with and tithout simulated ice. The calcula- 
tions indicate a probable loss of peak efficiency of 
5.0 percent, which Is in fair agreement with the teat 
results. Inasmuch as operation of the entire airplane 
is affected adversely by ice formation, the airplane 
when iced may be forced to attempt to climb at relatively 
low speed and at a high value of thrust coefficient. 
For this condition the calculations indicate that the 
propeller efficiency may be about 15 percent less than 
for an un-iced propeller, 
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Tee accmulation on aircraft >roTzllers has received 
considerable attention in recent ye~.ss evidenced by 
the numerous anti-tcing devices developed ootizzercis1l.y. 
Prcvestion of Ice deposits ‘3n prop$iEr.bltide.s in flight 
is bel!.tived to be deai.rab$e for two -reasons: first, to 
avol.4 unbalance of tho pro?al.ler cu6 to the uneven 
distribution of the ice and, second, to nrevenk a loss 
of aerodynmic offici>ncg. Previous tests on a win3 
frsference I) i;ldicate an lncresse: in aecti.on drag and & 
decrease in section lift of q,airfoil v3th a stmulzted 
ice formation; COilS6qJlk?Xtlg, the least aerorIka:nic sfftct 
that may be ~xpactsd frop ice forsr:ationon 8 pro?sller 
is a loss of.effic$ency due-to ths dacreesed lift-dras 
ratio of thG.blads esctfons. . - 

. 

a 

.- 

The ~ur-pose in r?cl?ing the preeent tests was $0 
determine the .effect of the sim.lktad ice on the aerody- . . 
relic chsrscteristics of the propeller-&rou&out a 
range..01 advance rctip regresentstive oi full-sczile 
constant-speed nr.op8ller qperation._. The, test.53 ware 
,?ad.e En the La.nglr;y l$-fezt nigh-s$&d tunnel. Zhoto- - 
graphs of aced propeller blades have bsen -n&de during 
flight teats to.deterSne ty>I.c~l ice formations. The 
irregu1s.r coat of cement snd frbr3.k used on the ;Iropeller 
tdsted: is belisvsd to simulate c freausntly observed and 
Trobably mSld formation of,glzze ic$, k nnre sev0re ice 
formation 1,s Quito goasFbI,e, l.nasmuch as 5ilota have 
reported expcrisncsa in which the use of full rated 
?ower 02 the en&n&s v;ould not mzifi:t;i.n.lc-vel fli-&t, 
although.thG wirqs and em~en~zg5.of the sIr?i&ne wsre 
relatively free- of j.cs. .I. . . 

. _-. 
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w air-atie=% IEach number 

7.7 airsr,ecd, feet pL,r second 

'd wind-tunnel Saturn velocitg,i feet Fer accond 

n propellm rotc.tlonal s2+ed, ros . 

D pro?ellsr diameter, fast 
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propeller advance ratio (V/nD) 

nominal propeller advance ratio based on tunnel 
datum velocity 

mass density of air, slugs per cubic foot 

power absorbed by the propeller, foot-pounds per 
second 

propeller thrust, pounds 

thrust coefficient ( Th2Dh 

poser coefficient (P/&D41 

propeller efficiency 0 c,J 
(=P 

Clauertts velocity correction for wind-tunnel wall 
interference (V =: @d; J = PJd) 

fraction'of tip radius (r/P) 

radius to tip, feet 

radius to a station, feet 

blade angle, degrees 

blade sectlon maximum thickness, feet 

blade chord, feet 

angle of-attack, degrees 

APPARATUS 

NACA 2000-Horsepower Propeller Dynamometer 

The 2000-horsepower propeller dynamometer used in 
testing the propellers is a new machine still in- the 
development stage. Photographs of the dynamometer in 
the configuration used for the cresent tests are shown 
in figures 1 and 2, The dy?mt!Om8ter is powered by two 
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IOOO-horsepower electric motors~arranged.in tandem. 
The rated speed.is 2l.00 rpm with a perplisslble overspeed 
of 2280 rpm. An accurately controllable variable- 
frequency poi?er supply provides independent speed con- 
trol for each motor with rotation in either dIrection. 
F'or dual rotc;t?.on each motor drives one propeiler of the 
dual unit, and the characteristics of each propeller may 
be determ3ned independently of the other. F'o r single 
rotation the motors can ‘be coupled and the power of both 
motors can be-expended through the single propeller. 

The dynamometer consists of a heavy steel housing 
and a sup.port strut, which enclose the motors, thrust 
capsules, and auxiliary equioment. TIN3 stippoie strut 
is bolted rig-ldly to the floor of the wind tunnel and 
streamlfne tenston struts extending from the tunnel 
walls on each side support the dynamometer laterally, 

The motors are supported in the housing in such 8 
way that th.eir casings are free to rotate and also free 
to move axially with their shafts, .Tqrque is.-measured 
by a pneumatic pressure capsule actueted by a torque 
arm fastened to the casing of each mof;or. Thrust, or 
tensIon in the bropell.er shaft, is measured by a pneu- 
matic pressure capsule, of which the piston is mounted 
through ball thrust bearings to-the--shaft and--the 
cylinder is mounted to the housing, Ejoth thrust and 
torque pressure capsules are actuated.pneumatical$y and 
their oneration 3.s similar in princip.&e to, that of the 
meters described an reference 2. Thrust+ossure Is 
indicated as thrust force by means of a Tate-Emery load 
indicator, and torque pressure as torque by means of 
1iqUd manometers. The dyII&?nOm8ter is calibrated with 
the propeller shaft rotating by applying known thrusts 
and torques and noting the correapondfngreadings on 
the thrust scales and. torque manometers. Ijoth measure- 
ments gave straight-line cnlibrationa. 

The d amometer housing is covered by a streamline 
fairing, 3 19" ; inches long, Including the spinners, and 
36 inches in diameter at the largest section. Wth 
propeller spinners are 26 inches in diameter and are 
cylindrical. The nose splnner.approximates a Rankine 
ovoid. The shape of the spinners and forebody is such 
as to produce as n8asJ.g as possible uniform axial flow 
at the free-stream velocity in the'pl2ne of the rear 
propeller. The dynamometer farring was provided with 
flush orifices by which the static-pressure distribu- 
tion over the falring could be measured. Pressure 
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orifices were also located along a rad?_us in the spinner 
juncture betxeen ths fairing and the rear syfnner. 

k strut containing a rake of total- and static- 
qr6ssure tubes was mounted from ths tailing of the wind 
tunnel in the oropeller plane but outside the sli?- 
streazn. Measurements v*ith ihis rake afforded a check 
on the correction of the tunnel dstum velocity to the 
eqtivalent free airspeed. 

Prooellers 

All t6sts were made with thres-blade duralumin 
Surtiss 2'3301-15 ?ro:~ellers, whi.ch w6re 13 f6et in 
dia?nstGr. TYO sets of thro6 blades, nominally identical 
except far the icfw conditign, w6rz ussd. Th, blades 
of on6 set wer6 in a normally clean and serviceable con- 
dition (fig. 31 and tha blades of the other sst were 
Tlastsred with an irregular co&t of csrr_ent and burla-r, 
that simultted in outline and thicknsss a dsposit of 

7:;: 
e ice that sight bs formed on th2 blades in flight 

L.) Figure e5 is a sk.3tch sho=ing ?rinciTle 
diag&io& of the ice build-uu on the blades. .The break 
in th6 de:>osit &long .the lea&&g edge -of.'th& b&ides 
near the shank si?miLates a section of fcs relsase. The 
blades bore ths followiq idsntification: 

Inst. 
DrawFng 
Angle-at& 

3-24-k 
89301-15 

Serial nunlb6r c~2Jt738 
Serial number CF2 733 

% I 
(Slsan blades). 

Serial number 6 i&67 

Serial numbsr m2~&733 
Serial numbfr CF2Y5165 

61655 1 
(Simulated icing) 

Serial number 

The principal physical dlmensfons of the 
Surtiss 39301-15 design blades ere given in figure 6. 
This desim uses ?ropellcr Clzrk Y sections and has 
an activritzp factor of 96.3 ?er blade. 
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TESTS 

NACA TN No. 108L, 

35O9 
Tests were made at blade angles of 20°, 25', 30°, 
and ,!@O at the 42-inch radius f0.70R) with the 

propeller mounted on the rear spinner-of the dynamom- 
eter. Blade angles at the 45-inch radius (0.75R) are 
less by 1.4”. The first tests were made with the set 
of clean blades, and a comparison was then obtained' 
from tests of the blades with the simulated icing. In 
order to make the comparison conclusive, the simlated- 
ice deposit was removed, the blades were thoroughly 
cleaned, and the tests were repeated. 

A rotational speed of 1800 rpm was used for all 
tests to shorten and simplify the work. A range of 
advance ratio J was covered for each blade angle by 
changin 
120 to $ 

the tunnel airspeed which was varied from about 
20 miles per hour. At the higher blade angles, 

low values of advance ratio could not be obtained because 
of excessive power absorption at the rotational speeds 
at which the tests were run. A wider range of advance 
ratio would have been possible had additional tests 
been made at lower rotational speeds. Such tests Y'ere 
not run for two reasons: first, a mechanical difficulty, 
arhich could be eliminated by a redesign of dynamometer 
bearings, made it necessary to operate at moderately 
high qeed; and second, the resultant tiy speed obtained 
by testing at 1800 rp~ simulated actual flight condi- 
tions, and the variation of afr-strea Kach number with 
advance ratio was representatfve of full-scale constant- 
speed propeller operatioq. 

FlEDTiCTIOM OF DATA 

The test results corrected for tunnel-wall inter- 
ference and soinner force are,presented in the form of 
the usual thrust and qower coefficients and grogoller 
efficiency. 

Definition of propeller thrust,- Propeller thrust* 
as used herein, is defined as the increase in shaft 
tension caused by the spinner-to-tin portion of the 
blades rotating in the air stream. Thrust forces on 
the spinners due to the surrounding. pressure field have 
been deducted from the thrust scale readings to detor- 
wnFne prc?eJler thrust. The spinney rqrces were found 

. 
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by measuring thrust on the spinners-operating without 
propeller blades at the same values of rotational speed 
and airspeed as were used in the teats with the prop81- 
lers. A further correction was made for the fictitious 
thrust due to the influence of the pressure field of 
the propeller acting at the juncture between the spinner 
and the fairfng. Propeller thrust then is 

T = Tl - T, - AT, 

where 

Ti 

Ts 

ATa 

thrust of the propeller and spinners indicated 
by the scales when the proj?eller is operating 

thrust on the spinners (without propeller blades) 
at the rotational speed and airspeed at which 
Ti is measured 

change in spinner thrust due to a change in 
pressure at th8 spinner-fafring juncture 

The change in spinner thrust AT, varied with propeller 
Op8ratkIg conditions and was d8t8mined from pressure 
measurements in the juncture between the rear spinner 
and the fairing at the rear of the propeller. Values of 
thrust coefficfent aere changed by no more than 0.002 by 
t'nis correction to the spinner thrust. The thrust on 
the spinner without propeller blades T, varied ~5th 
tunnel airspeed and was measured by the thrust scales 
while the spfnner was rotating .at the chosen test speed 
of 1800 rpm. The value of T, varled from -7 oounds 
at zero dynamic pressure to 37 pounds at a dynamic pres- 
sure of 590 pounds per square foot, 

correction for wind,-tunnel wall interference.- When 
a propeller oDerates In an air stream constrained by wind- 
tunnel walls, the velocity IndLcated by the wind-tunnel 
calibrated orifices is greater than the velocity in free 
air at which the prOp8ller Would produce the same thrust 
and torque with the same rotational speed as that used 
in th8 wind tunnel. Glauert (reference 3) has made an 
analysis in which he shows the velocity correction to 
be a function of the ratio of propeller thrust to 
dynamic pressure, or the ratio of thrust coefficient to 
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nornIna advance ratlo. A plot of Glauertts velocity 
correction for a 13-fQot-Piameter.proPeIler operating 
l.n a 16-foot-diameter closed-jet tunnel is shown in 
figure 7. l?oF%ost of the data the correction amounted 
to less then 2 percent. 

During the tests the equivalent free airspeed was 
determined experimentally for a number of. test points 
by measurements ~73th the survey raKe.in the plane of 
the propeller outside the-sli$.stream. The accrlracg of 
the experimental method has been conflrmed by a series 
of tests described in reference 4. The experimentally 
determined equivalent free airspeed.in the present tests 
agreed well with the values calculated from GlaU8rt's 
equation; hence only the theoretF&al correction has been 
used for all of the data. 

Presentation of. data.- The data are presented as 
plotsshowfng the variations of thrust and power coeffi- 
cients with advance rati. for the normally clean pro- 
peller in figures 8 and 9 and for the prooeller :vith 
si.mUlated icing in figures 10 +d,ll. The variation of 
test air-stream Mach number with adv-&nc:e ratio 3.s also 
shown in these figures. 

Accuracy.- The results obtained from several tests 
of the blades after the simulated ice was removed agreed 
with those obtained from tests of the original clean 
blades wIthl.n.l percent. The comparative data, there- 
fore, are presented as ascurate to within 1 percent. 

RESTJLTS AND DISCUSSION 

Effect of icing.- The effect of the.icing condition 
on propeller thrust 3s shown in figure 12, whish is a 
composite of the fa3,red values of thrust coefficients 
for the two sets of blades tested, -The simulated ice 
aacumulation caused a loss of thrustfor all blade 
angles throughout the J range of the tests. Figure 13 
is a composite of the faired values of power coefficients 
for the two sets of blades, and figure 14 shows the cor- 
responding values of efff@encg plotted against advance 
ratio. A comparison of the envelope efficiency curves 
shown in figure 15 lndilcates that the s3mulated ice on 
the three-blade Curtiss 89301-15 propeller caused a 

. 
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decrease in p8ak efffciency of 2.5 to 3.0 percent over 
the range of advance ratio of the tests. This decrease 
in efficiency Is a result of the loss of blade section 
lift and the increase of blade section drag as shown by 
the J values at zero thrust and power. 

Constant-oower propeller operation.- Inasmuch as an 
airplane often-operates over a large range of advance 
ratio at constant rotational speed and torque (constant- 
power coefficient at constant air density), the data 
were analyzed at two representative values of constant- 
power coefficient. The results of this analysis, pre- 
sented in figure 16, indicate that the efficiency loss 
due to a mild icing conditfon is relatively small except 
under unrepresentative operating condi.tions in which the 

' propeller is very lightly loaded (as in a shallow dive). 

APPLICATION OF ICED-YING AIRFGIL CRARACTERISTICS 

TO PRGPELLER AHALEIS 

The ourpose in making this propeller analysis based 
on airfoil data was tv;ofold: first, to find out whether 
the calculated decrease in propeller efficiency was of 
the same magnitude as that found experimentally and, 
second, to obtain an indication of the effect of prema- 
ture stalling of the iced blades. The e-lmpliffed method 
used for calculating propeller &aracteristics from air- 
foil data is that given by Lock in reference 5. The 
airfoil data used were thOS8 obtained from full-scale- 
tunnel tests of an NACA Go12 airfoil of aspect ratfo 6 
with and wIthout a sfmIIlat8d ice deposit (reference 1). 
These airfoil data reduced to infinite aspect ratio for 
use with Lack's method are presented in figure 17. The 
propeller characteristics ca?_cu&ated by the simplified 
method with airfofl data are not presented for use as 
oropeller data but merely to show the Changes that may 
be expected when propeller blades become fouled by a 
mild ice deposit. 

In applying the tirfoil data to the propeller 
analysis, a taait assumption was mad8 that the pro- 
peller blades were iced uniformly from hub to tip in 
a manner similar to the icing on the wing. In the pro- 
peller tests, the blades were not uniformly iC8d but a 
laPg8 portion Of the tips was left clean. Recause the 
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icing simulated on the v:ing wa3 composed of small rough 
mounds, it was nrobablg more detrimental to the section 
lift and drag than were the continuous glazed patches 
cemented to the.propeller.blades. For both of these 
reasons the calculation3 would be expected to show a 
greater 1033 than the propeller tests. Although the 
general agreement vras good, the calculation3 did 
actually show a gr.eater loss than did the tests. 

The calculated propeller characteristics for a 
blade angle of 30° are presented in figure 18 for both 
the normally clean and the iced condition. The values 
of thrust coefficient indicate a probable serious loss 
of thrust at the lower values of advance ratio when the 
blades become iced. Tn order to maintain flight at the 
maximum thrust coefficient with the blades not stalled, 
the iced propeller must be operated at a value of advance 
ratio at least 0.3 greater than is required for the clean 
propeller. Tf a propeller has been selected to operate 
normally under rather high load for a given flight condi- 
tion, it might easily be forced to operate partly stalled 
for the same condition if it should become fouled with 
ice. This argument might apply especially when ice 
formation, by increasing the weight of an aiqlane and 
decreasing it3 aerodynamic efficiency, forces the air- 
plane to attempt to climb at, relatively low speed. For 
example, a propeller operating normally at a value of 
advance ratio of 0.55 and a thrust coefficient of 0.156 
would lose about 15 r>ercent efficiency when iced. 

Y?he results of further comouta$.ions..of only peak 
efficiency for a series of' different blade angles over 
a wide range of advance ratlo are -presented in figure 19, 
'These computations indicate a loss of approximately 
5 percent in oeak efficiency for the iced propeller over 
the range of advance ratio considered. 

CONCLTJSIChTS 

Wgh-.speed wind-tunnel tests of a full-scale three- 
blade Curtis3 8930145 propeller with and without a 
deposit of simulated ice an the blade3 led to the fol- 
lowing conclusions: . 

1. 'The simulated icing condi.tion caused a decreaee 
in peak efficiency of 2.5 to .O percknt over a range 
of advance ratio of 0.7 to 1. . 
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2. Computations of propeller performance based on 
airfoil data for an icing condition comparable with that 
of the propeller tested indicated peak efficiency losses 
of about the same magnitude as the measured losses. 

3. The calculations also indicated that a propeller 
chosenfor high cruising efficiency but for oneration 
at large values of thrust coefficient in climb might 
become stalled in climb as a result of icing, with a 
possible attendant loss of efficiency of about 15 per- 
cent. 

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 

Langley Meld, va., April 2, 1946 
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Figure l.- Propeller dynamomeker In test section. Clean blades. 
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Flgure 2.- Propeller dynamometer in test iection. Clean blades; tunnel open. al , 
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NACA TN No. 1084 Fig. 3a 

Figure 3.- Curtis6 89301-15 propeller blades wit-hout 
simulated icing. 
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NACA TN No. 1084 . Fig. 3b 

(bl Chmbered face (upper surface). 

Figure 3.- Concluded. 
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Is1 Thrust face (lower surface]. 

Figure 4.- Simulated icing on Curtiss 89301-15 propeller 
blades. . 
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lb) Cambered face Iupper surface). 
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Figure 4.- Concltided. 
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